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We report the growth of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) whiskers at low temperatures (70  C to 65  C) and
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moderate pressure (4.4 to 1.0 bar). Their axial growth was assessed by optical video analysis. The
identities of these whiskers were conﬁrmed as CO 2 solids by Raman spectroscopy. A vapor–
solid growth mechanism was proposed based on the inﬂuence of the relative humidity on the
growth.
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1. Introduction
The study of phase stabilities of molecular solids at high pressures and extreme temperatures is important to understand the
nature of chemical bonding, intermolecular interactions, and
collective behavior of molecules in condensed phases. For
simple molecular systems, it can yield new physical
phenomena, ranging from solid–solid phase transitions to
complex transformations where the molecular framework itself
is profoundly perturbed and new extended materials are
attained.1 This latter case usually occurs when the intermolecular and intramolecular distances converge so that the initial
molecular identity is altered, and chemical bonds are reconstructed.2 Consequently, such new extended materials are
usually revealed by their unique growth morphologies, phases,
phase transitions and/or covalent bonding motifs. Examples of
these systems include the formation of dexamethasone acetate
hollow whiskers,3 metallic deuterium,4 natural gas clathrate
hydrates,5 new phases of ice,6 and a new phase of solid iodine.7
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a chemically stable, linear molecule. It
is one of the most important greenhouse gases owing to its ability
to absorb and radiate energy in the infrared range and its high
abundance in the atmosphere because of the fossil fuel burning
activities.8 To reduce the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere,
researchers have proposed sequestering CO2 in its solid form by
storing it deep under the ground.9 Although CO2 is one of the
most fundamental chemical species in nature, its solid-phase
behavior under high pressures continues to confound the
scientic community. Since the discovery of phase III of solid
CO2 by powder X-ray diﬀraction in 1994,10 researchers have
mapped out a rich CO2 phase diagram with many additional
crystalline phases that range from molecular crystals at lower
pressures11 and in conned nanoslits12 to extended covalent and
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ionic phases at high pressures.13 Experimental characterization
of these crystal structures and their solid–solid phase boundaries
has oen been proven to be a daunting task because the
considerable kinetic path-dependence and hysteresis occur in the
phase transitions.14 In addition, the diﬃculty in acquiring highquality diﬀraction data and maintaining sharp pressure gradients within samples that complicate spectroscopic measurements obscure new phase discoveries.15 As a result, the literature
on high pressure solid CO2 contains numerous contradictory
experimental interpretations16 and further verication studies
are indispensable to advance the understanding of CO2 solids.
Herein, we report our observation of the growth of CO2 whiskers under low temperature (70  C to 65  C) and moderate
pressure (4.4 to 1.0 bar). The growth conditions were attained
using a temperature-controlled microscopy pressure stage. The
axial growth of these whiskers was evaluated by optical video
analysis. A vapor–solid growth mechanism for these whiskers was
proposed based on the observed growth process and the dependence of their growth on the relative humidity of the laboratory.

2.

Experimental method

(100) Oriented 400 -silicon wafers were purchased from University
Wafer (Boston, MA). Solid dry ice and UHP grade CO2 (Matheson Tri-gas Inc., Montgomeryville, PA) were used as the CO2
source for the synthesis of CO2 whiskers.
The growth of CO2 whiskers was performed inside a Linkam
THMS600-PS temperature-controlled microscopy pressure stage
(Linkam Scientic Instruments, Tadworth, United Kingdom) and
was monitored using an Olympus SZ-STS optical microscope
(Olympus Life Science, Center Valley, PA) (see Fig. S1†). Silicon
wafers of approximately 1  1 cm2 size were used as substrates for
growing the CO2 whisker materials. The relative humidity (R.H.) of
the laboratory was maintained at ca. 42% or 65% using a humidier (Levoit, Anaheim, CA). For each experiment, a silicon wafer
was rst placed on a quartz crucible located at the temperaturecontrolled platform inside the stage (see Fig. S1†). Aer the stage
was sealed closed, the stage was rst purged and then pressurized
with UHP grade CO2 to 4.4 bar. The sample was cooled down to
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70  C at a cooling rate of 5  C per minute to create a layer of solid
CO2. To initiate the growth of the whisker-like structures, the
pressure of the stage was decreased by venting the CO2 gas through
a needle valve of the gas release valve assembly to the laboratory
(see Fig. S1†). The pressure of the stage was observed to gradually
drop from 4.4 bar to 1.3 bar in the rst 30 seconds, but it continued
to decrease at a slower rate of ca. 0.2 bar per minute for about 1.5
minutes until it reached atmospheric pressure (1.0 bar). During
this period, the temperature of the substrate slightly increased
from 70  C to 65  C. Eventually, the substrate was let warm up
naturally to the room temperature. The evolution of the materials
growth on the substrate was video recorded. To determine the
dependence of whisker growth on R.H. of the laboratory, control
experiments were performed either in a laboratory at ca. 25–30%
R.H. or with the temperature-controlled microscopy pressure stage
lled with Type 4A molecular sieves (8–12 mesh size beads, SigmaAldrich, Milwaukee, WI) to absorb moisture inside the stage.
Confocal micro-Raman microscopy was performed on a DXR
Raman microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientic, LLC, Waltham,
MA) equipped with the Linkam temperature-controlled microscopy pressure stage for studying the vibrational signature of CO2
and water in the as-grown materials (see Fig. S2†). Whisker-like
structures were grown using the same conditions as those
experiments observed under the Olympus optical microscope.
The whiskers and substrates were probed using a 532 nm laser
with 5 mW power and a 0.25 mm pinhole aperture.

3.

Results and discussion

In our study, we examined the formation of CO2 whiskers on
silicon wafers under moderate pressure (4.4 bar) of CO2 and at
low temperature (70  C to 65  C) inside a temperaturecontrolled microscopy pressure stage. As the CO2-pressurized

microscopy stage was cooled from room temperature to 70  C,
we observed several sequential phenomena on the silicon
substrate: (1) condensation of water vapor as hemispherical
droplets, (2) freezing of the water droplets into ice crystals, and
(3) condensation of gaseous CO2 and formation of solid CO2 (or
dry ice) layer over the ice crystals (Fig. 1a–c). Upon the gradual
depressurization of the stage from 4.4 bar to 1.0 bar of CO2 gas,
nucleation of particles and growth of whiskers from these
particles were observed (Fig. 1d–f and Video: CO2_whisker_growth.mp4). The chemical identity of the solid layer
over the ice crystals was conrmed to be solid CO2 by confocal
Raman spectroscopy. Typically, the Raman spectrum of CO2 gas
molecules displays two peaks rather than a single peak representing the symmetric stretching of CO2 in the region of 1250
cm1 to 1450 cm1. Two peaks are observed because the energy
level of the rst excited state (c100) of the symmetric stretching
mode (n1) of CO2 is nearly the same as that of the energy level of
the second excited state (c020) of the bending vibration (2n2) and
they have the same symmetry (Sg+). The mixing of these two
states into two resulting symmetric states is known as the
“Fermi resonance”.17,18 This leads to the re-representation of the
symmetric CO2 vibration mode (n1) via two experimentally
observed Raman peaks at 1285 cm1 and 1388 cm1 in the
Raman spectrum and they are commonly referred as the “Fermi
diad”. This Fermi resonance phenomenon observed in CO2 is
a classic example of strong anharmonic mode–mode coupling.
It is not only evident in the gaseous state, but also is found to be
pressure-dependent in the solid state.19 In our experiment, the
Raman spectrum of the solid layer showed strong peaks at
1277 cm1 and 1384 cm1, which matched the locations of the
vibration signatures of the Fermi diad in the spectra of our solid
CO2 reference sample and literature data for phase I solid CO2
(ref. 20) (Fig. 2a). In addition, the intensity ratio of these two

Fig. 1 Chronological illustrations of the CO2 whiskers growth process: (a) condensation of water vapor into droplets; (b) freezing of water
droplets into ice crystals; (c) formation of the solid CO2 layer over the ice crystals; (d) formation of nuclei on the solid CO2 layer upon gradual
depressurization of the stage; (e) initial growth of CO2 rod-like structures; (f) growth of CO2 whiskers.
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Confocal Raman spectra of a solid CO2 reference, a solid CO2
layer, and CO2 whiskers A and B. Ranges representing (a) Fermi diad
and (b) OH-stretch peaks.
Fig. 2

peaks (I(v1)/I(2v2) ¼ 0.39) also agreed well with those of our solid
CO2 reference. Since no vibration signatures indicating the
hydroxyl (OH) stretching mode of water molecules were
noticeable in the region of 3000 cm1 to 3500 cm1, this solid
layer did not contain a detectable amount of water and thus was
not CO2 gas clathrate hydrate. Note that upon the formation of
the solid layer. As the stage was pressurized with CO2, gentle but
continuous “bubbling” actions observed on this solid layer
indicate the phase transition of the solid CO2 to gaseous CO2,
probably due to the dynamic thermal gradient between the
cooling stage and the casing of the stage (Fig. 1c and Video:
CO2_whisker_growth.mp4).
Aer the microscopy stage was cooled to 70  C, it was slowly
depressurized to initiate the growth of the whisker structures, the
pressure of the stage was observed to gradually drop from 4.4 bar
to 1.3 bar in the rst 30 seconds and it continued to decrease at
a rate of ca. 0.2 bar per minute for about 1.5 minutes until it
reached atmospheric pressure. At the same time, the temperature
of the stage was let gradually rise to 65  C. Nucleation of
particles on the solid CO2 layer started to occur at the start of this
process (Fig. 1d). Within 2 minutes, these particles initiated the
growth many of small whiskers of lengths of 20 mm to 50 mm and
diameters from 1 to 2 mm and they remained at the tip of these
whiskers. The lengths of these whiskers grew to 50 mm to 100 mm
within 3 minutes (Fig. S3†). Interestingly, the particles at the tips
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of whiskers were bigger when the experiment was carried out
a laboratory at higher R.H. such as 65% vs. 42% (Fig. 3). In
contrast, when we performed control experiments in a laboratory
at low R.H. (such as 25% to 30%), using a microscopy stage lled
with type 4A water-absorbing molecular sieves, no whisker-like
structures were observed. Therefore, water was involved in the
whisker growth process.
Further Raman analysis of the as-grown whiskers revealed
that they were composed of CO2 solids. Similar to the case of the
CO2 solid layer grown on the substrates, the Raman spectra of
these whiskers showed strong Fermi diad peaks representing
vibrational bands at 1277 cm1 and 1384 cm1 (Fig. 2a). We
ruled out that these whiskers were composed of typical CO2
clathrate hydrates or hydrated CO2. Though the growth of these
whiskers was associated with the high R.H. of the laboratory, no
OH vibrational signatures that indicate the presence of water in
the whiskers were observed (Fig. 2b). In addition, while the
locations of the Fermi diad for the whiskers were similar to
those of CO2 clathrate hydrates or hydrated CO2 solids, the full
width half maxima (FWHM) of these two peaks for the whiskers
are ca. 4–5 cm1, which were signicantly smaller than the
FWHM of similar peaks (ca. 8–10 cm1) for CO2 clathrate
hydrates or hydrated CO2 solids.21 Hence, we concluded that the
whiskers were composed of mostly molecular CO2 solid.
The growth mechanism for the whiskers was proposed to be
similar to the vapor–liquid–solid mechanism (VLS)22 or the
vapor–solid mechanism (VS)23 for the growth of semiconductor
nanowires and microwires with catalyst seeds. Our observed
rapid whisker growth process with distinguished tip features
mirrored well with those typically observed for the semiconductor whiskers grown by the VLS or VS processes. The
depressurization of the microscopy stage to the laboratory at
high relative humidity was found critical to induce the growth
process. This suggests that water vapor probably leaked into the
stage even though the stage was pressurized above atmospheric
pressure. Based on the observed phenomena under the experimental conditions, aer the formation of the solid CO2 layer on
the substrate at 70  C and 4.4 bar of CO2, the formation
mechanisms of CO2 whiskers was postulated to follow the

Fig. 3 Optical image of CO2 whiskers grown when the laboratory R.H.
is at 65%. Arrows are indicating the tips of the whiskers.
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Fig. 4 Schematics for the growth mechanism of the CO2 whiskers. Light blue: nuclei containing water saturated with CO2. Blue: particles
supersaturated with CO2. Beige: solid CO2.

sequential steps shown in Fig. 4. First, as the stage was depressurized from 4.4 bar, water vapor leaked into the microscopy
stage through the vent valve assembly and condensed as small
nuclei saturated with CO2 onto the cold surface of the solid CO2
layer at 70  C. Second, these condensed nuclei grew into
particles supersaturated with CO2 by continuously absorbing
gaseous CO2 and water vapor available inside the stage. The
feasibility for the formation of these complex particles could be
inferred from the CO2–H2O pressure–temperature (P–T) phase
diagram compiled by Genov.24 In the P–T region of 1 to 4 bar
and 70 to 65  C, a phase boundary existed between solid CO2
and the coexistence of gaseous CO2, water ice, and CO2 hydrate
(Fig. S3†), suggesting that the proposed particles of complex
compositions could occur under these conditions. Since the
stage was continuously depressurized, the solubility of CO2 in
these “seeds” decreased. As the solid CO2 layer was maintained
at about 70  C, these “seeds” preferentially “precipitated”
excess CO2 on the cold CO2 layer in the form of whiskers in the
third step. Lastly, as more CO2 dissolved through the tops of
these “seeds” to balance the rapid change of their CO2
concentration, the CO2 whiskers continued to grow in length
with the “seeds” remained at their tops. Note that the whisker
growth could be halted by closing the gas release valve during
the growth process. This further conrmed that the change in
chemical potential of CO2 in the “seeds” was necessary for the
whisker growth.
As aforementioned, water was demonstrated to participate in
the CO2 whiskers growth process, and we postulated its critical
role in the nucleation of the CO2 whiskers. However, similar as
for the whiskers, the Raman analysis performed at the whiskers'
tips also did not show the OH vibration signatures of water (data
not shown). This was possibly due to the weak detection
sensitivity to water for the Raman technique25 and relatively
small amount of water in these tips. While the OH stretching
vibrations of water are well-known to exhibit strong absorption
when examined by the infrared spectroscopy, they have
a comparatively much weaker signal in the Raman spectrum of
water.26,27 As the vibrations of the highly polar OH bond does
not greatly change its polarizability, the derivative of its polarizability is nearly zero and, hence, the intensity of the OH
Raman band is weak. Given that only a miniscule amount of

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

water could be present at the whiskers' tips, it was not unexpected that we might have reached our Raman instrument's
detection limit of water at these tips and detect no water
signatures. Furthermore, we attempted to perform Raman
spectroscopy of the initial nuclei of the tips which might
contain higher water content in our postulated mechanism.
Nonetheless, as evident in our video data, the whisker growth
rate was too fast for us to capture informative Raman spectra
using our current instrument.
Our study illustrated the complex behavior of the CO2–H2O
system and the kinetic-and-composition dependence for the
growth of solid CO2 whiskers. In most CO2 nucleation models
proposed by various theoretical studies,12,28 CO2 whisker structures have not been reported. We postulated that it was because
these CO2 whiskers were kinetic products during the phase
transitions. We expect that our ndings would be of special
interests to scientists and engineers working on CO2 processing
research such as CO2 sequestration. Particularly, understanding
the impact of supersaturation of CO2 in the Earth's and interplanetary environments29 has lately attracted the attention
among the Earth science, space science, and astrophysics
communities. For example, many theoretical models have been
reported in recent years on understanding the eﬀect of supersaturation of CO2 in lakes30,31 and in the formation of caves.32 In
addition, recent studies have reported the formation of solid
CO2 snow33,34 and CO2 clathrate hydrate35 on the surface of
Mars. Therefore, our results could help to stimulate renewed
understanding of the supersaturation of CO2 and the phase
behavior of water–CO2 system in environmental and space
research.

4. Conclusions
The growth of CO2 whiskers was demonstrated under moderate
pressure (4.4 bar to 1.0 bar) and low temperature (70  C to 65

C). The Fermi diad vibration signatures of CO2 observed in the
confocal Raman spectra of these whisker structures and the
absence of OH-stretching vibration signatures indicated that
these whiskers were composed of CO2 with non-detectable
water content. Our ndings had led to the postulation of
a vapor–solid growth mechanism based on the supersaturation
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of CO2 initialed by the condensation of water on the substrates
for the formation of whisker-like structures. Additionally, these
examples could potentially serve as benchmarks for theoretical
models of solid CO2. Through the re-evaluation of the roles of
CO2 supersaturation, this work could pave a way towards
a better understanding of the stochastic nucleation and growth
of other one-dimensional molecular solids under phase transition conditions. To resolve more detailed involvement of
water in the whisker growth mechanism, other local probe
characterization techniques such as in situ TEM36 and confocal
infrared spectroscopy,37 which have higher detection sensitivities for water than Raman spectroscopy, are recommended for
future studies.
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